
 
 

Programme Group 
Purpose 
 
We run a year-round programme of Oxford-themed talks, walks and visits aimed to 
encourage an awareness and understanding of our city. The talks (free and open to all) are 
given by leading speakers in interesting locations across the city. Topics can include 
Oxford’s history, buildings, arts and science, and current development projects. The 
extensive programme of visits and walks (for members only and usually for a small charge) 
is led by local experts and held both in and out of Oxford. 
 

Membership 
 
The Group Coordinator is Terry Bremble and other members include Alan Hobbs, Clive 
Booth, Peter Thompson, Tim Treacher, Christopher Franks and Ian Green.  
 

The Group’s work 

 

The Group aims to provide about six 
events for each of three terms. The 
spring 2017 programme is shown in 
the illustration. 
 
We meet six times a year to plan the 
programme of walks, talks and visits.  
This is an enjoyable activity involving 
reviewing all aspects of life in Oxford 
and deciding which ones would be of 
interest to our general membership.  
Increasingly we intersperse the 
general interest programme with talks 
on our key activities – for example, 
the talk on city-region development in 
Cambridge and Oxford.      

 
Members of the Group follow up the 
meetings by organising the events 
and helping to promote them.   
 

Opportunities for new 

members 

We would welcome new members 
willing to identifying topics for the 
walks, talks and events and to help 



organise them.  The Group’s work is informal and most enjoyable. 
 

Contacts 

For more information, please contact Terry Bremble (Group Co-coordinator) on 
g.bremble@gmail.com 
 
 
A typical event: 

 

Worcester College gardens: a visit 

  

The college has one of the largest gardens in 
Oxford with 26 acres including the playing fields. 
There is much to admire, from its exquisite 
planting to its lawns and lake. It has won Best 
College Garden in Oxford in Bloom more than 
once. The Head Gardener, Simon Bagnall, who 
transformed the garden, will lead the tour. 
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